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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Master Aries holds dominion over The
Compound, an all-male brothel thirty minutes from Las Vegas, where a gay man can have nearly
any fantasy fulfilled. Here he recounts short tales of the visits by his clients. Some like things vanilla,
and some like them extremely kinky. No man leaves unsatisfied. Master Aries entertains Simon who
likes cigars, and luckily Master Aries has an unlimited supply. The Master shows him how sensual
and dangerous smoking can be. Master Aries interrogates Franklin who role-plays a captured
soldier with a key piece of information. Will the soldier crack before Aries takes things too far?
Matthew visits for a swim. Things start out tame at first, but they quickly turn kinky and dangerous
when Master Aries gets out the weights and cuffs. Jason likes nothing better than complete
mummification. Of course once a man is encased in plastic and duct tape, even something as basic
as breathing is out of his control. The Master hosts a gay couple, Drew and Sampson. The only
thing that they like better than sex with breath...
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Very helpful to all of class of folks. This is certainly for all who statte there had not been a worthy of studying. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ja yda  Lehner  Jr .-- Ja yda  Lehner  Jr .

A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e-- Gusta ve Moor e
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